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COVID-19 Overview of the Period of
Communicability – What We Know So Far
Introduction
Public Health Ontario (PHO) is actively monitoring, reviewing and assessing relevant information related
to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). “What We Know So Far” documents provide a rapid review of
the evidence related to a specific aspect or emerging issue related to COVID-19.

Updates to Latest Version
This document replaces the previous version COVID-19 – What We Know So Far About…The Period of
Communicability (March 30, 2020) and presents results of an updated rapid review. This updated rapid
review draws primarily on systematic reviews and meta-analyses, and primary research where
applicable, updating evidence on the period of communicability.
See PHO’s rapid review Factors Affecting COVID-19 Period of Communicability – What We Know So Far
for the latest evidence on how host factors (e.g., age, immune system compromise, disease severity) can
alter the period of communicability.1

Key Findings


The specific period of communicability estimates varied among the reviewed studies and study
types. Epidemiology studies found transmission occurred in the 3–5 days before symptom-onset
and epidemiology, virus culture and modelling studies found transmission occurred in the 8–10
days post symptom-onset in index cases.



While specific period of communicability estimates varied among the reviewed studies, there
was concurrence that the risk of communicability peaked shortly before and after the time of
symptom-onset in index cases.

Background
The period of communicability is when a patient is shedding virus at a sufficient quantity and viability to
infect another person. Currently, the infectious dose for humans is not known. In a ferret model,
inoculations of 5 × 104 to 5 × 106 plaque-forming units (PFUs) caused mild clinical disease with viral
shedding in the upper respiratory tract (URT) of all animals (12/12), while a dose of 5 × 102 PFUs reduced
shedding to 1/6 animals.2 Infectivity is also dependent upon exposure time and route of transmission.
Based on experiments in mice and modelling studies, the infectious dose was about 6.4 × 104 to 9.8 × 105
virus copies and the risk of a single virus copy to infect after one-hour exposure through aerosol route
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was 10-6 to 10-4 and through close contact was 10-1.3 The infectious dose is an important metric that
requires further research, especially when attempting to define the period of communicability using
viral isolation and viral loads as measures.
For this rapid review, we infer the period of communicability of COVID-19 from studies investigating:


Live virus culture



Epidemiology and contact tracing



Modelling



Viral RNA shedding

Live virus refers to the detection of a cytopathic effect (CPE) in cell cultures or the isolation of live virus
from cell cultures inoculated with clinical samples from patients with COVID-19. In general, the presence
of live virus in a sample from a patient with COVID-19 is an indication that the patient is infectious;
however, this does not always equate to infectiousness, as infectiousness is dose-dependent.
Epidemiological studies with contact tracing are another good indicator of the period of
communicability, especially for the presymptomatic transmission period, if accurate tracing of
presymptomatic patients and their close contacts was conducted. Modelling studies, using information
from the other types of evidence, provide additional insights into the period of communicability.
Specifically, modelling studies are important for estimating the period of presymptomatic transmission
and the period when transmission risk is highest. Viral RNA shedding provides additional evidence for
the period of communicability and refers to the detection of various targeted RNA sequences in patient
samples through reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). A positive RT-PCR may or
may not represent the presence of live or infectious virus, as the RNA detected potentially only
represents the presence of fragmented or residual viral particles.
This review synthesizes the current literature investigating the period of communicability of COVID-19,
while considering the sub-intervals of the period of communicability: 1) presymptomatic transmission
period, 2) period of highest risk of transmission, and 3) timing of when infectiousness ends.

Methods
In considering feasibility, scope, and a need for responsiveness, we chose a rapid review as an
appropriate approach to determining the period of communicability of COVID-19. A rapid review is a
knowledge synthesis where certain steps of the systematic review process are truncated in order to be
timely (e.g., quality assessment).4
On December 2, 2020, PHO Library Services conducted a literature search in MEDLINE, National
Institutes of Health (NIH) COVID-19 Portfolio (pre-prints), Embase and Scopus on December 3, 2020
(Appendix A; search strategies available upon request). We searched PubMed and Google Scholar on
December 31, 2020 for additional articles of interest.
English-language peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed records that described the period of
communicability of COVID-19 were included. We restricted the search to articles published after January
1, 2020. This rapid review concentrated on evidence from systematic reviews and meta-analyses,
supplemented by primary literature where appropriate and necessary. We reviewed citations from
included articles to identify additional research.
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Prior to posting, PHO subject-matter experts review all “What We Know So Far” documents.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve and the scientific evidence rapidly expands, the
information provided in these documents is only current as of the date of the literature searches.
The potential impact of COVID-19 variants of concern on the period of communicability is out-of-scope
for this rapid review.

Findings
We screened 371 reviews and 930 primary research articles for this rapid review (Appendix A). After
screening the literature for relevant articles, we included 14 systematic reviews (with or without metaanalyses), 2 rapid reviews, and 29 primary research articles. 24.4% (11/45) of studies were non-peer
reviewed pre-print articles.
We organized evidence by type (systematic review, then primary research if applicable), then by sample
size (number of studies or patients). Evidence pertaining to the URT was selected as a primary focus of
this review, as the URT is the most likely source of infectious Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). If authors did not report the total number of patients in a systematic
review, only the total number of studies was included.

Live SARS-CoV-2 Shedding (Viral Culture)
Live virus was detected from 13 days before symptom-onset (BSO) to 32 days post symptom-onset
(PSO). Authors did not routinely report average periods for live virus detection or isolation, rather they
reported ranges or time-specific probabilities of detection. Nonetheless, the probability of detecting live
virus was highest in the 8 to 10 days PSO, with few studies examining communicability BSO (Figure 1).

SYSTEMATIC AND RAPID REVIEWS
We examined five systematic reviews that reported on the detection of live SARS-CoV-2 from
respiratory samples collected before (n=2 studies) and after (n=5 studies) symptom-onset (2 studies
examined both periods). The detection of live virus was reported from 6 days BSO to 32 days PSO, with
most studies reporting transmission within 10 days PSO.


In a rapid review of 25 studies, the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) reported that live
SARS-CoV-2 was detected from respiratory samples collected from patients 1–6 days BSO and
up to 8–10 days PSO.5
 In a systematic review, Walsh et al. adapted data from Singanayagam et al. to estimate viral
culture positivity from respiratory samples (n=121 samples).6,7 At 7 days PSO, the estimated
culture positivity was 40.1% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 22.8–60.4), positivity decreased to
6.0% (95% CI: 0.9–31.2) at 10 days PSO and 0.03% (95% CI: 0.0–9.4) at 14 days PSO. Among the
13 studies included in the review, five reported the last day of positive culture occurred within
10 days PSO, another five studies reported that 3% of patients had positive cultures later than
10 days PSO.
 In a systematic review of 13 studies and 1,314 patients, Park et al. (pre-print) reported that the
median duration of live virus shedding in respiratory samples was 9 days PSO (interquartile
range [IQR]: 10), the mean ± standard deviation (SD) duration was 11.8 ± 8.47 days PSO (range:
2–32 days).8
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In a systematic review of 8 studies and 359 patients, Cevik et al. reported that no live virus was
detectable in URT samples collected later than 9 days PSO.9 The authors also noted that viral
loads in URT samples peaked during the first week of illness.
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of 4 studies and 304 patients, Fontana et al. reported
that successful virus isolation from respiratory samples ranged from 6 days BSO to 20 days
PSO.10

Figure 1. Summary of the period of communicability of COVID-19, for each type of study. The
relative proportion of studies reporting a finding increases as the shading darkens (higher
relative concordance among studies = black; lower relative concordance among studies = light
grey).

PRIMARY RESEARCH
In 11 primary research articles, the detection of live SARS-CoV-2 from respiratory samples ranged from
13 days BSO to 32 days PSO. The majority of live virus detections were from respiratory samples
collected within 10 days PSO (Figure 1).







Singanayagam et al. examined 246 URT samples (RT-PCR positive) from 176 patients (mild to
moderate disease in the United Kingdom) and found the median duration of live virus shedding
was 4 days PSO (IQR: 1–8; range: -13 to 12).7 The culture positivity rate was significantly higher
during week 1 than week 2 (74% vs 20%; p=0.002).
In a study of 195 patients in Australia, Basile et al. reported that the mean period from
symptom-onset to positive viral culture was 4.5 days (range: 0–18).11 Cultures were more likely
to be positive from samples collected within the first week PSO, compared to the second week
(80% vs. 45%; p=0∙002), and between the second and third week (45% vs. 4%; p<0∙001).
In a study of 155 patients (174 nasopharyngeal [NP] swabs and 9 sputum samples) in Marseille,
France, La Scola et al. did not detect live virus in respiratory samples collected after 8 days PSO,
although viral RNA shedding occurred up to 20 days PSO.12
In a study of 129 patients with severe disease in The Netherlands, van Kampen et al. reported
that less than 5% of respiratory samples had viable virus when collected at 15.2 days PSO (95%
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CI: 13.4–17.2) or more.13 The median time of infectious virus shedding was 8 days PSO (IQR: 5–
11; range: 0–20).
In South Korea, researchers studied 285 patients that were repeat-positive by RT-PCR after
being discharged from isolation after 14 days.14 The average time from symptom-onset to repositive test was 44.9 days (range: 8–82). No live virus was detected on respiratory samples
from 108 patients; however, it is unclear when samples were collected for these patients.
In a study of 105 patients in Spain, Folgueira et al. (pre-print) reported that the proportion of
respiratory samples with positive cultures decreased as time from symptom-onset increased.15
In hospitalized patients with severe disease (n=56 samples), 56.0% (14/25) of samples collected
within 7 days PSO produced a positive viral culture, followed by 60.0% (9/15) of samples
collected 8–14 days PSO, 60.0% (6/10) from 15–21 days PSO, and 33.3% (2/6) past 21 days
(latest was 32 days PSO).
Bullard et al., in a Manitoba study of 90 samples, reported that the probability of successful viral
culture in NP swabs peaked at 80% at 3 days PSO (no growth occurred >8 days PSO).16
In a Singapore study of 74 patients (152 samples), Young et al. reported that all NP swabs failed
to grow in culture after 14 days PSO. In culture-positive NP samples, 57.1% (12/21) of positive
samples were collected at 7 days PSO or less; 42.9% (9/21) were collected more than 7 days PSO
(latest was 14 days PSO; 20/21 of positive samples were collected ≤10 days PSO).17 Virus
isolation decreased as PSO time increased (OR: 0.81; 95% CI: 0.70–0.92; p<0.0001).
Perera et al. (pre-print), in a study of 35 patients (32 with mild disease; 68 samples) in Hong
Kong, found that live SARS-CoV-2 were rarely detectable beyond 8 days PSO.18 From 1–2 days
PSO, 53% (8/15) of samples were successfully cultured, followed by 35% (8/23) at 3–8 days PSO,
and 0% (0/30) at 9–30 days PSO.
Sohn et al., in a study of 48 patients in South Korea with no symptoms or with mild disease in
the late phase of disease, reported that no samples produced CPE in cell cultures when collected
20 days PSO or more.19
In a skilled nursing facility in Washington, United States (US), Arons et al. reported that in 17 of
24 presymptomatic patients, live virus was detected from 6 days BSO to 9 days PSO.20

Epidemiological Studies
The period of communicability from epidemiological studies ranged approximately from 9 days BSO to
15 days PSO, with most transmission occurring approximately 3–5 days BSO to 5 days PSO (Figure 1).
It is important to note that definitions for asymptomatic, presymptomatic and symptomatic patients
varied among studies. In addition, studies varied in their definitions of index cases (e.g., symptomatic or
asymptomatic, or both included) and not all studies tested asymptomatic contacts of index patients.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
No systematic reviews or meta-analyses examined the period of communicability of COVID-19 using
epidemiological studies. However, five systematic reviews and meta-analyses reported that secondary
attack rates were lower among contacts of presymptomatic patients, compared to symptomatic
patients. These studies demonstrated that the risk of transmission from presymptomatic and
asymptomatic index cases was relatively lower, compared to transmission from symptomatic cases, and
that most transmission occurred after symptom-onset in index cases.
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In a systematic review of 19 studies, Madewell et al. reported that the household secondary
attack rate in contacts of symptomatic cases (20%; 95% CI: 14.0–25.7) was significantly higher
than that for asymptomatic cases (0.7%; 95% CI: 0.0–3.8) (p<0.001).21 The authors noted that
primary studies varied with respect to how they defined index cases and household contacts. In
addition, the authors could not rule out transmission from outside households (which could lead
to overestimation of secondary attack rates).
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of five studies, Byambasuren et al. reported that the
secondary attack rate was 42% lower among contacts of asymptomatic cases compared to
symptomatic cases (pooled relative risk [RR]: 0.58; 95% CI: 0.34–0.99; p=0.047; fixed-effects
model).22 The authors defined exposure as contact with a confirmed case or potential contact
with another pre-symptomatic person.
In a living systematic review and meta-analysis of five empirical and modelling studies, BuitragoGarcia et al. reported that the secondary attack rate was potentially lower in contacts of
asymptomatic cases than symptomatic cases (pooled RR: 0.35; 95% CI: 0.10–1.27).23 Similarly,
the secondary attack rate was possibly lower for contacts of presymptomatic cases versus
symptomatic cases (pooled RR: 0.63; 95% CI: 0.18–2.26).
In a systematic review of three studies, Koh et al. reported that household secondary attack
rates in contacts of symptomatic index cases (20.0%; 95% CI: 11.4–28.6) was higher than the
secondary attack rates in contacts of asymptomatic index cases (4.7%; 95% CI: 1.1–8.3) (RR: 3.2;
95% CI: 1.5–7.1).24 The authors noted that clinical definitions and follow-up periods varied
among studies.
Qiu et al. (pre-print) in a systematic review reported that the secondary attack rate in contacts
of asymptomatic patients ranged from 0.0–2.8% (n=9 studies), which was lower than the
secondary attack rates from presymptomatic patients that ranged from 0.7–31.8% (n=10
studies).25

PRIMARY STUDIES
We reviewed 11 epidemiological and contact tracing studies (primary studies) which were in general
agreement with findings from viral culture studies. The period of communicability ranged from 9 days
BSO to 5 days PSO, with most transmission occurring 3–5 days BSO to 5 days PSO.







In a contact tracing study of 100 index cases and 2,761 close contacts in Taiwan, Cheng et al.
reported that the secondary attack rate was 1.0% (95% CI: 0.6–1.6; n=1,818) when contacts
were exposed to index cases within 5 days PSO.26 When contacts were exposed to index cases
after 5 days PSO, the secondary attack rate was 0.0% (95% CI: 0.0–0.4; n=852).
In a study of 72 infector-infectee pairs in South Korea, Chun et al. estimated that the mean
transmission-onset was 1.3 days PSO (95% CI: 0.38–2.55) and the median transmission-onset
was 0.68 days PSO (95% CI: -0.09 to 1.73).27 Transmission-onset peaked at 0.72 days BSO.
In a study of 47 clusters (53 index patients and 100 secondary cases) in Beijing, China, Zhang et
al. reported that 15 secondary cases were exposed to index patients up to 5 days BSO (n=2
clusters).28
In an epidemiological study of 93 cases in Singapore and 135 cases in Tianjin, China, Tindale et
al. estimated that infections occurred an average of 2.0 days BSO in Singapore and 3.7 days BSO
in Tianjin.29
In a contact tracing study of 15 cases in Wuxi, China, Gao et al. reported that transmission
occurred from 2–9 days BSO.30
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Gong et al. studied three clusters (14 cases) in Shanghai, China, where 5 secondary cases were
infected by index cases from 1–7 days BSO to 1 day PSO.31
In a study of 243 cases in Singapore, Wei et al. determined that in 4 of 7 clusters, transmission
occurred 1–3 days BSO, while timing of infection in the remaining 3 clusters could not be
determined.32
Xia et al. (pre-print) reviewed 74 secondary cases from Hubei Province, China. The majority of
the secondary cases (73.0%) were infected BSO of first-generation cases, while 18.9% and 8.1%
were infected on the same day of symptom-onset or PSO (latest was 15 days PSO), respectively.
66.2% of the secondary cases were infected within 3 days BSO, with 6.8% prior to 3 days BSO
(earliest was 5 days BSO).33
In a cluster (9 cases) investigation in Shanghai, China, Kong et al. reported that transmission
occurred in secondary cases 3–4 days BSO in index cases; seven cases occurred due to exposures
on the day of onset to 2 days PSO.34 The secondary cases had additional contacts that could
have contributed to transmission, but the authors attest risk was low since they were
asymptomatic during a 14-day quarantine period (no positive RT-PCR tests).
In a family cluster in Zhoushan, China, Li et al. reported that 4 of 5 familial contacts were
possibly infected after exposure to the presymptomatic index case 4–7 days BSO.35
In a study of a cluster of 8 cases in Hefei, China, Huang et al. reported that 6 of 7 secondary
cases were likely exposed 1 day BSO in the index case, one case was exposed either 3 days BSO
or 1 day PSO.36

Modelling Studies
Modelling studies were in agreement with other lines of evidence for the period of communicability of
COVID-19. Specifically, modelling studies identified that the risk of transmission is highest just before
and after the time of symptom-onset in index cases, with most transmission occurring approximately 3–
5 days BSO to 8–10 days PSO (Figure 1).

SYSTEMATIC AND RAPID REVIEWS
One systematic review and meta-analysis and a rapid review modelled the period of communicability.




Benefield et al. (pre-print), in a systematic review and meta-analysis of 32 studies and 715
patients, reported that the individual-level viral dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 show a clear pattern of
a peak in viral load at or before the appearance of symptoms and a steady log-fold decline over
the next 21 days.37 The pooled median duration of viral RNA shedding (49 studies and 917
patients) in respiratory samples was 4.8 days PSO (95% CI: 4.4–5.1), with a 5th percentile of 0.5
days (95% CI: 0.46–0.58) and a 95th percentile of 43.7 days (95% CI: 38.6–48.9). The authors
attest that RNA positivity represents presence of live and infectious virus, rejecting existing
evidence that RNA-positivity does not always represent live virus; therefore, caution must be
used when interpreting the authors’ conclusions.
In a rapid scoping review of 13 studies and through modelling, Byrne et al. reported the central
tendency of the preclinical infectious period to range from about 0.5–4.0 days BSO with one
study as an outlier at 8.2 days.38
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PRIMARY STUDIES
Seven modelling studies examined the period of communicability. In most modelling studies, the risk of
communicability peaked at symptom-onset in index cases.












He et al. reported that infectiousness peaked at symptom-onset or day zero (95% CI: -0.9 to 0.9),
decreasing rapidly by 7 days PSO.39 The authors further estimated that the proportion of
presymptomatic transmission was 44% (95% CI: 30–57). He et al. estimated that the proportion
of transmission earlier than 7 days BSO was less than 0.1%, 1% at 5 days BSO or earlier, and 9%
at 3 days BSO or earlier. The authors suggested that contact tracing should enquire about close
contacts up to 2–3 days BSO. Slifka and Gao have raised concerns with the methodology and
interpretation of findings in He et al.40 Slifka and Gao contend that modelling studies tend to
over-emphasize transmission at or before symptom-onset, due in part to smaller sample sizes
during this period.
After correcting coding in the He et al. model, Ashcroft et al. estimated that the proportion of
presymptomatic infections traced at 1 day BSO in the index patient was 33% (95% CI: 19–51); at
2 days BSO was 61% (95% CI: 40–83); at 3 days BSO was 80% (95% CI: 57–96); at 4 days BSO was
91% (95% CI: 71–99); and at 5 days BSO was 97% (95% CI: 82–100).41 The re-analysis and
correction found a similar presymptomatic proportion of 45.6% (95% CI: 23.8–75.8) as He et al.
The fraction of presymptomatic transmission was 3% at 5 days BSO or earlier and 20% at 3 days
BSO or earlier. The authors suggest that contact tracing should enquire about close contacts
beyond 3 days BSO, but do not define a specific end range.
In a study of 1,178 patients and 15,648 contacts in China, Hu et al. (pre-print) modelled the
period of communicability.42 The greatest probability of transmission from index cases occurred
1.8 days BSO, with 95% of transmission occurring 8.8 days BSO to 9.5 days PSO.
Prakash (pre-print), using published data on 1,251 patients, reported that infectiousness peaked
prior to symptom-onset based on RT-PCR and live virus culture; however, the central tendency
for this presymptomatic period was not reported but was approximately less than 2 days BSO
(see Figure 3 in paper).43 The proportion of presymptomatic transmission was 68.4% (95% CI:
67.0–69.7)
Casey et al. (pre-print), in a modelling study that used published data, reported that the mean
transmission time was from 2.9 days BSO (95% CI: 3.2–2.6) to 1.2 days PSO (95% CI: 0.9–1.6).44
Using unweighted pooled estimates, the transmission peaked at 0.60 days BSO (95% CI: -3.01 to
1.81). The proportion of presymptomatic transmission from pooled estimates was 56.4% (34.9–
78.0).
Zhao developed a likelihood framework to estimate the presymptomatic transmission period
from the serial interval observations from individual transmission events.45 The estimated mean
presymptomatic transmission period was 2.2 days BSO (95% CI: 1.3–4.7).
Using mathematical modelling, with data on incubation periods and serial intervals, Zhang (preprint) estimated that average presymptomatic transmission occurred 3.8 days BSO (SD: 6.1).46

SARS-CoV-2 RNA Shedding (RT-PCR Testing)
For this review, we avoided using cycle threshold (CT) values from RT-PCR testing to infer infectiousness,
since individual studies use variable reaction conditions and target genes when correlating CT values in
RT-PCR tests to respective live virus detection.47,48 Therefore, comparisons among studies is not feasible.
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Overall, studies investigating SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection were in agreement with studies detecting live
virus or epidemiological studies. The detection of viral RNA decreased over time since symptom-onset,
with most studies showing RNA detection up to 24 days PSO; however, there is no way to convert RNA
shedding to infectiousness (Figure 1).

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
In seven systematic reviews and meta-analyses, the mean period of viral RNA shedding in respiratory
samples was 17.0–28.7 days PSO (11.1–11.4 days in children). In two systematic reviews and metaanalyses, the median duration was 14.0–24.0 days PSO.









In a systematic review of 133 studies, Park et al. reported that the median duration of viral RNA
shedding in respiratory samples was 24.0 days PSO (IQR: 19), the mean ± SD duration was 28.7
days ± 15.8 days PSO (range: 5–95).8
Walsh et al., in a review of 50 studies, reported that the viral load in URT samples was highest
around the time of symptom-onset to a few days after, remained high for approximately 7 days
PSO, and became undetectable within 14 days PSO.49 Using 88 studies, the median duration of
viral RNA shedding in URT samples was 14.5 days PSO (range: 1–53.5).
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of 43 studies and 3,229 patients, Cevik et al. reported
that the pooled mean duration of viral RNA shedding in URT samples was 17.0 days PSO (95% CI:
15.5–18.6) using a random-effects model.9 URT viral RNA shedding was highest 0–5 days PSO,
then decreases.
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of 37 studies, Morone et al. reported that the median
duration of viral RNA shedding from respiratory samples was 14 days PSO (IQR: 12).50
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of 28 studies, Fontana et al. reported that the median
duration of viral RNA shedding was 18.4 days PSO (95% CI: 15.5–21.3; range: 1–83).10
Two systematic reviews focused on children (≤18 years).
 In a systematic review of 17 studies of children, Xu et al. reported that the mean duration
of viral RNA shedding in respiratory samples was 11.1 ± 5.8 days PSO.51
 In a systematic review of 13 studies of children, Li et al. reported a pooled mean duration
of viral RNA shedding was 11.4 days PSO (95% CI: 10.1–12.8).52

Limitations
We should acknowledge that a relatively large proportion (24%) of the research articles in this rapid
review were non-peer-reviewed, pre-print articles. In addition, most of the systematic reviews we
included used the same pre-print articles in meta-analyses. Considering the rapid emergence of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the volume of pre-print research is expected given the need for rapid
dissemination of data.
We did not check systematic reviews for overlap among reviews in the studies that they included.
Further, we did not check if our included primary studies were included in the systematic reviews. Thus,
there is some duplication of findings. Not all studies performed serial testing for the explicit purpose of
determining the period of communicability; thus, some studies could underestimate the average
duration of communicability.
In the case of epidemiological studies focusing on contact tracing, the evidence is still emerging and
based mostly on small clusters. In contact tracing studies, it was not always possible to monitor all
COVID-19 Period of Communicability – What We Know So Far
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contacts identified from the presymptomatic period of the index cases, likely leading to an
underestimation of secondary attack rates attributed to exposure during this presymptomatic period.
We must note that definitions for asymptomatic, presymptomatic and symptomatic patients varied
among studies. In addition, studies varied in their definitions of index cases (e.g., symptomatic or
asymptomatic, or both included) and not all studies tested asymptomatic contacts of index patients. The
definitions of asymptomatic patients varied in studies, which could have led to overestimates and
underestimates of secondary attack rates. In addition, there is likely time-dependent recall bias in
determining close contacts, especially when looking further backward from date of symptom-onset.
Furthermore, the definition of a contact varies among studies, leading to variability in estimates. In
studies of asymptomatic index patients, it is unclear in some instances when potential exposure
occurred; therefore, the date of first positive RT-PCR was day zero, potentially leading to shorter
estimates of the period of viral RNA shedding. Clinical or surveillance definitions of asymptomatic,
presymptomatic, and symptomatic patients are variable across studies, potentially affecting estimates of
the period of communicability. Since sequencing of virus from index cases and secondary cases were not
compared, it is possible that different strains were involved with infectee-infector pairs, thus not
representing true transmission pairs.
There was a high degree of heterogeneity among studies used in meta-analyses, mostly due to varying
methodologies and small sample sizes. Different studies also observed cell cultures for various periods
of time (4 days to over 7 days) and used different cell lines, both factors that could affect the probability
of detecting of live virus. The reaction conditions and specific gene targets used in RT-PCR assays varied
among studies, making it difficult to compare studies and when performing meta-analyses.
Even when live virus is detected from patients, it is still not known if these patients are truly infective.53
Factors to consider when determining infectiousness include viral loads, infectious dose, transmission
route, and length of exposure. Given these limitations and the uncertainty associated with the period of
presymptomatic infectiousness and prolonged shedding of live virus, a definitive period of
communicability is difficult to state.

Period of Presymptomatic Transmission: Implications for Practice
Currently, Ontario recommends that the contact tracing period begins 48 hours prior to symptom-onset
in the corresponding case or when the case had a positive sample collected (if asymptomatic at sample
collection time).54 This is aligned with other public health agencies in Canada and internationally.55,56
Under any scenario, extending the period >48 hours to trace close contacts may potentially identify and
isolate additional exposed contacts, thereby, preventing further transmission. However, to our
knowledge, there are no empirical studies testing the effectiveness of extending or shortening the
presymptomatic period for contact tracing on reducing spread from exposed contacts. Given the
relatively few primary studies of infector-infectee pairs assessing pre-symptomatic spread >2 days
before symptom-onset, and their limitations to confidently identify the source case (vs the index case),
there is insufficient evidence to extend the current pre-symptomatic period of communicability.


In settings that are considered high-risk for transmission or where there are vulnerable
populations (e.g., long-term care, congregate living, hospitals), an extension of the
presymptomatic period of communicability to >48 hours could be considered to increase
identification of exposed contacts. However, additional public health resources would be
required to identify and trace potential contacts.
COVID-19 Period of Communicability – What We Know So Far
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In households, workplaces, and school environments where there has been ongoing exposure to
a case, extending the presymptomatic period of communicability would likely not increase the
effectiveness of contact tracing.

Conclusions
There are differences in the findings across included studies due to different designs and sample size;
however, there were primary epidemiological studies identified that indicated individuals can be
infectious up to 3–5 days prior to symptom-onset and epidemiological, live virus and modelling studies
that indicated the period of communicability is approximately 8–10 days after symptom-onset, with
infectiousness highest just before or after the time of symptom-onset.
PHO will continue to monitor the scientific evidence on the period of communicability of COVID-19,
updating this document as necessary and making recommendations should a change in practice to
contact tracing will be needed.
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Appendix A. Search Results
Databases searched
Database

Date searched

Remaining

MEDLINE

12/02/2020

716

Embase

12/03/2020

124

Scopus

12/03/2020

130

NIH COVID-19 Portfolio (Preprints)

12/03/2020

569

Records totals
Records source

Records

Records identified through database searching

1,539

Duplicates removed by bibliographic management software

238

Total records after duplicates removed

1,301

Total reviews

371

Total primary studies

930
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